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Joint Chairmen, and 
Joint Clerks,
Special Joint Committee of the Constitution of Canada, 
Parliament Buildings,
Ottawa# K1A OA7

November 17, 1980

Sirs,

It seems to be quite apparent, and abhorrent, that the promoters of 
Constitutional change are oblivious to, or ignoring, the lessons of history, 
in particular when they relate to monetary economics as a fundamental 
consideration.

To try and remedy this, we submit copies of a work in this regard 
entitled " CREATIVE FRAUD " together with a series of more recent and 
separately written articles.

It seems to be equally apparent that the educational and entrapment 
process over the past thirty years has been framed to mold former young 
minds - now members of parliament and parliamentary committees - and misled 
then into wanting to change the nature of Canada into a form which will 
remove the safeguards, checks and balances currently contained in the B.N.A. 
Act which protect the country and its citizens against becoming vulnaerable 
to the whims of capricious personal ambitions, private take-over, and the 
actions of international predators.

In the past twelve years, Canada has been deflected away from all moves 
which properly protect its independence, sovereignty, solvency and unity 
through conceding to ultravires and sub-rosa government policies which 
subvert the monarchy and Crown collective sovereignty of the people by 
adopting programs which have guaranteed accelerating debt, debauchment, 
destabilization, demoralization and de-humanization in order to stake it 
out as prey for the private, inter-multi-national-trilateral monetarists. 
These policies are designed to open the front door, or leave open the back 
door so that these monetarists can ultimately steal the constitution after 
it has been changed, either by direct coup or by debt-default.

It has to be recognized that those who are in favour of contrived 
change, Revisions of the "Bank Act" in favour of the private banks, and 
pander to the protocols of the "Bretton Woods" I.M.F.JWorld Batik- Federal 
Reserve and Trilateral cabal either know not what they do, or are patronized, 
indentured underlings to power-mongers who are outside the Oath of Allegience 
to God, Queen and Country, and prefer to serve masters who are foreign, 
fiat money-creators and moneychangers. The performances and actions of 
all such renegades need to be examined, repudiated and remedied before they 
succeed in setting Canada to be knockedoff on the side by low-key sedition#

We submit that the proposed changes to be embedded in the constitution 
will enable economic security to be subverted and will be of far greater 
danger than the ill-conceived, though good-intentioned, Bill of Rights and 
French Language gauarantees which are attracting the attention of most other 
critics.

Yours sincerely,

£>C*
Fred Kirkman, President,
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THE CONSTITUTION ISSUE IS MORE THAN IT APPEARS TO BE, IT IS THE ORGANIZED 
CONTINUATION OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, WITH BUCCANEERING ON THE SIDE !

Government-sponsored T.V. and newspaper advertisements 
arescientifically prepared, subliminal brain-washing. The public 
is beguiled, deceived and misled.

| The unity of a State is inevitably strengthened, and 
promoted, not retarded, by granting local autonomy to its component 
parts. Over-centraliziation creates hazards and brings ultimate 
destruction " - William Gladstone.

i Entrenchment of minority rights is the springboard to 
eventual fascist regime " - John Diefenbaker.

Removal of the safeguards to independence, solvency and 
democratic freedoms are the objectives of Special-Interest groups 
so that they can move in, take over and rule autocratically. Hitler 
and Mussolini set precedents whose examples are being followed by 
Liberals and Socialists alike.

The paramount danger to Canada at the present time is the 
subversive, parallel attack being mounted by the internationalists 
who covet Canadian resources, and whose aims of take-over are being 
assisted by the government as decoys, pharisees and factotums. The 
emotional furore of the constitutional issue is a smoke screen hiding 
the real attack.

Cabinet Ministers in particular, but almost all Liberals 
in general as a solid bloc representing Lower Canada and the Seigneurs, 
together with a few Tory and M.D.P. M.P's from Central Canada, and 
some Provincial Premiers, are profligate inflation-mongers and crass, 
blatant mercenaries who have been got to, and got at ! They are 
Judases to a usurous regime in an unholy alliance as indoctrinated 
apostates to destabilizing policies and fraudulent monetary economics 
implanted by foreigners, private bankers, power-brokers and an anti
monarchist who has vowed to deliver Canada to Quebec to become a 
French State per se.

The law-making and cheque book are to be placed in the hands 
of the Seigneurs ( and College of Cardinals ) while control of natural 
resources and economic conditions are to go to the bankers and inter
nationalists.

Parliament, as a whole, is indentured to selling-out the 
wealth and soul of Canada to the Seigneuns, the I.M.F. and the 
oligarch Trilaterals, at the expense of the public, plus removal 
of the Peoples' Crown, democratic, commonwealth sovereignty, to be 
displaced by a monolithic substitute in the mold of a ( Jacobin ) 
totalitarian, corporate republic.

Amorality and immorality openly go hand in hand to subvert 
the provisions contained in the almost-perfect, B.N.A. Act form of 
Constitution which is an armoury of defenses against individual 
ambitions, and a bastion of protection against predators.

Adherence to the protocols of " Brecon Woods ' ;
Revisions of the " Bank Act Buccaneering to change the nature 
of the constitution^ and attempts to steal or destroy the sanctity 
of collective independence are acts of craven contrived, orchestrated 
manipulation, and outright treachery.... Shades of England, 1649, 
France 1848, and the U.S.A. 1865.

Fred Kirkman
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SHAFT '80

Was the Budget written in the Granite Club, or Rockfeller's Chase 
Manhattan office ? All the cunning and ulterior motives of Trilateral 
influence and grasp permeate this document of destabilization.

The budget proves, yet again, that the government and most members 
of parliament are perfidiously apostate and committed to the wiles and 
commands of the I.M.F. from bankers outside of Canada as well as being 
wretched and mendacious in their attitude and actions against the people*

Continued flying in the face and provisions of the B.N.A. Act, which 
they are trying to subvert and deliver into the hands »of these foreign 
mentors craftily changed, is the ultimate in treachery.

Why set up conditions that entail borrowing, or require debt- 
servicing ? Why borrow money from outside, private, foreign bankers 
( I.M.F* and World Bank cabal ) as debt founded on fiat money carrying, 
billions of dollars per annum in interest when money can be valuably 
and constitutionally created debt-free and free from interest, and thus 
free from taxation ?

The budget is not only a pyramid watched over by the detached eye 
of the corner stone, it is a pyramid of debt, inflation and destabilization 
as a sell out to foreigners*

We suggest loyalties and priorities are in the wrong place !
Government and Parliament loyalty is to the people of Canada - not 

to the private bankers of 8 Bretton Woods " in exchange for a mess of 
pottage !

Fred Kirkxnan



THE ECONOMY IS OUT OF CONTROL. THE CONSTITUTION ISSUE IS AN ATTEMPTED COUP D’ETAT 

in the hands of AMORAL, INCOMPETENT, PATHOLOGICAL, SCHIZOPHRENIC PARANOIDS Î

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL MONETARY ECONOMICS ARE TOTALLY FRAUDULENT, AND THE 
GOVERNMENT IS ACTING AND OPERATING LIKE A SAVAGE PACK OF RABID, MAD ANIMALS.

OTTAWA, at the appointed senior official and elected levels, 
under the Lower-Canada Liberals, has effectively set itself 
up to be a separate, remote and insulated state within the 
nation of Canada. It is a totally francophile-saturated 
citadel that has taken to itself ultra-vires, sub-rosa, 
autocratic powers under the leadership of a demagogue and 
Cabinet of apostate buccaneers on a rampage. Alienation with 
the rest of Canada is in direct proportion, and will remain thus 
until reversal occurs or balkanization is forced upon the 
subverted, reluctant other regions.

* * * * * * *
Equally, Ottawa, at all levels of government and through all 
political parties as represented in parliamwnt, has prostituted 
itself and procured Canada to serve the protocols and doctrines 
of destabilizing, inflationary fiscal policies, and is selling- 
out every Canadians' heritage. Constitutional desecration and 
back-door opening such as Revisions of the "Bank Act" are 
monumental examples of induced perfidity.
Contemporary submission to the perversity of dogmatic fiat 
monetary policies is a national catastrophe. Continued prostration 
to the " Bretton Woods Agreements " and the private, corporate 
commands of international and multi-national big-business, big- 
unions, and fraudulent bankers as the lickspittle of the 
Trilateralists and private, foreign, fiat, debt-money creators 
of I.M.F./ World Bank/ Federal Reserve debauchery, has to cease.
The hidden associations of world manipulation are forces of witchery 
that seem to have Canadian mandarins and politicians either 
mesmerized, patronized, indentured or entrapped. This unholy alliance 
is the cause and effect of all that is wrong with the economy. 
Canadians, under the currant constitution are rightfully 
entitled to unintimidated, democratic independence, sovereignty, 
freedom, solvency and abundance yet these safeguards are being 
impaired and peddled to those who would grasp for themselves the 
ability to control and extract a price to their profit on life- 
sustaining natural resources, energy, food, clothing and shelter.
The future of. Canada will never prosper under either the Grits, 
the Tories or the N.D.P. per se. It can only be worthwhile under 
the management and administration of a new political presence 
taking the best from each, and from others, to be molded into an 
enlightened and revisionist, self-supporting State.
Current money and all debts - National, Public and Private, and 
the private, chartered banking system must all be repudiated.
The new system must use new money as a debt-free medium of 
distribution which benefits the people and the nation as a whole - 
- not as now whereby it is a commodity, disguised as credit, 
carrying usurous interest rates which benefit only the private, 
fiat money-creators who, in this instance pf Canada, are foreigners 
who covet our wealth, resources and potential; and are fleecing us !
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